Introduction
The phenomenon of resonant waves in infinite onedimensional (1D) elastic waveguides excited by loads moving at critical velocities was originally discovered by Slepyan [1] and then comprehensively explored in [2] . The related problem was then studied for diverse elongated homogeneous and composite structures (e.g. [3] [4] [5] ). Recently, resonant waves in a layered elastic halfspace were studied in [6] . Growth in the oscillations over time in 1D uniform periodic structures excited by harmonic loading was observed in [7] during the computer modelling of longitudinal waves processes in a structured main pipeline. Related calculations have shown that the magnitude of disturbances propagated from a point harmonic source acting with some (experimentally founded) frequency grows with time in the load vicinity, and that the growing waves are relatively slow in pushing from this area to the periphery. Then, growing waves were numerically revealed in [8] for a set of various periodic structures. Note that the nature of such processes had not been discovered, until the concept of resonant waves in periodic structures and the mathematical description of this phenomenon (including the related physical consequences) were presented in [9] .
As is well known, the distinct wave phenomenon inherent to periodic structures is that free wave propagation takes place only within certain discrete bands of frequencies known as pass bands, alternated with stop bands, where steady-state wave propagation is forbidden. This feature has played a key role in the theory [9] , the main points of which are formulated as the following:
(a) In the frequency spectrum of band-gap materials, there exist resonant frequencies, which demarcate pass and stop bands and for which the group velocity equals zero. There is no steady-state solution at these frequencies, corresponding with an external non-selfequilibrated excitation and the wave energy flows from a source decelerating with time, like heat and not as an elastic wave. (b) In the case of resonant excitation, the parameters of wave propagation depend on the order of the first non-zero derivative d n ω/dk n at the resonance point in the dispersion curve ω(k), where ω is the frequency and k is the wavenumber. The obtained asymptotic solution estimates that resonant waves increase like t (n−1)/n (t → ∞, t is time) in the source vicinity slowly extending with time like t 1/n .
In figure 1 , we have presented an example of wave dynamics in the simplest band-gap structure, the periodic mass-spring chain-MSC (panel a). The dispersion relation for the MSC-ω(k) = 2sin(k/2)-inside the Brillouin zone is depicted in panel b (the particle mass and the spring stiffness are measurement units). It determines pass and stop bands-ω < 2 and ω > 2, respectively. At the bands' intersection frequency ω = 2 (k = π ), the group velocity c g equals zero.
There, the steady-state harmonic solution results in the spatial form of particle displacement, u m ∼ exp(±iπ m), determining the standing wave via the anti-phase oscillations of neighbouring particles (panel c). The magnitude of the resonant oscillations excited by the point harmonic force with ω = 2 applied at the origin (m = 0) can be obtained as the following [9] :
where the envelopes F(λ) and Φ(λ) are well-known functions in the theory of transient processes [9] . A good correspondence of the computer solution with the asymptote (1.1) is detected soon after the arrival of the main region of disturbances at the observation point. Snapshots of transient wave patterns are shown in panel d.
The goal of presenting the well-known results above is to remind the reader of the essence of resonant waves and, then, to illustrate their similarities and differences with features manifested in the 2D uniform square-cell lattice (SCL) discussed below.
In the last two decades, wave dispersion in band-gap structures has been intensively studied due to their practical use in the filtering of vibrations and the possibility of designing structures with desired band-gap properties (see [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and references therein). At the same time, a limited number of works have been devoted to time-dependent dynamics, allowing the development of resonance waves in the band-gap structures being analysed. Among such works, we note [18] where the response of 2D periodic structures to point harmonic forcing was calculated, [19] where resonant waves in a set of periodic 1D/2D structures were studied.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, a dynamic anisotropy of transient wave patterns in combination with resonant-like process was originally observed in [20] , where the response of structures modelling block rock massifs to the harmonic excitations was numerically studied. There, an unexpected result was detected in the SCL: the action of the frequency of the point harmonic force that is resonant for the MSL results in the development of growing oscillations in certain selected directions, while the oscillations in other directions are practically locked into the source vicinity. Despite the fact that an incorrect explanation was suggested for the obtained results, the detected phenomenon attracted attention to the problem and strongly motivated its further study. In [21] , a comprehensive investigation was performed of the out-of-plane dynamics of the SCL and of the uniform triangular-cell lattice. The new line-localized primitive waveforms (LPWs) were discovered. Their main features are listed below: -LPWs are 'self-equilibrated' standing anti-phase oscillations, strictly localized on node lines of certain orientations, while the nodes outside these lines remain at rest. Any canonical sinusoidal wave consists of LPWs. -A single LPW does not conduct energy, while a band consisting of two or more neighbouring LPWs is a conductor with the phase-shift-dependent velocity of the energy flux. -LPW orientations are associated with the shape of the corresponding equifrequency contour formed by saddle points in the dispersion surface: LPWs and the sinusoidalwave group velocity are directed along the normal to the contour. -The action of a point harmonic source of the resonant frequency results in a pronounced localization effect-the appearance of star-shaped spatial configurations, in which star rays coincide with LPW directions. -The logarithmic growth of the resonant wave is realized with time.
Below, in figure 2, we have presented some illustrations of LPWs and star-shape spatial configurations in the SCL like those shown in [21] . The equifrequency resonant contour of frequency ω = 2 is square k y = ±π ± k x , where k x and k y are projections of the wavevector. The LPWs are directed along lattice diagonals with anti-phase oscillations (the circles with '+' and '-' in figure 2b), while the particles shown by black squares remain immobile. The resonant frequency ω = 2 is the natural frequency of the ODF oscillating system represented by unit mass, and the total stiffness equals 4. The asymptotic solution of the transient problem in the SCL obtained in [21] , valid for relatively large times, proves growing contra-phase resonant oscillations along diagonals for which the sum m + n is even, while particles in other diagonals (m + n is odd) tend to the limiting value (the force loading) or to zero (kinematic loading). In figure 2c, star-shaped configurations fixed at time t = 400 are depicted. Outside of the star contours, ratio Z mn ≡ | max(u m,n )|/| max(u 0,0 )| less 0.2 (contour 1), 0.1 (2), 0.05 (3) and 0.01(4) at this time.
Comparing the discussed LPWs in the SCL with the standing waveform in the MSC described below we note their main common property: the anti-phase oscillations of neighbouring particles. In addition to the resonant frequencies located at the stop-pass band intersection (as in the MSL case), in 2D/3D lattices these can also exist inside the pass bands. In contrast to the MSL, the group velocity for such frequencies, as said above, is zero only for some special wave orientations.
It should be noted that equifrequency contours and related localization phenomena can be found in earlier works (e.g. [18, [22] [23] [24] ), but that notably the resonant-frequency contour was missed and the resonant wave remained unrevealed. In both scalar and vector formulations, the beaming localization in lattices was studied in some subsequent works (e.g. [25] [26] [27] ), where the analysis of the more complicated lattice structures resulted in the existing diverse wave beaming patterns, and the dynamic anisotropy is not necessarily associated with the presence of LPWs.
The star-shaped localization phenomenon detailed above is inherent to regular structures; the other more well-known localization phenomena of exponential type in inhomogeneous or disordered lattices was considered in numerous works (e.g. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] ). The formulations, methods and results in this topic can be found in monograph [36] .
The present paper is aimed at the further study of star-shaped localization phenomena and resonance waves in uniform lattices as well as at revealing localization-like patterns in transient dynamics of lattices possessing defects.
The paper comprises five sections. In §2, we consider 3D SCLs. The LPWs in a uniform hexagonal lattice, resonant frequencies and features of the considered localization are presented in §3. In §4, we show examples of the calculation of time-dependent wave patterns in non-uniform square-cell lattices possessing some deterministic and random defects, where our goal is to check the sensitivity of the considered localization patterns to such anomalies. Brief conclusions can be seen in §5.
For the structures considered in this work, the out-of-plane oscillation modes are studied.
3D lattice package
Consider a multi-layered structure consisting of S square-cell lattices with unit mass particles and identical bond stiffnesses. Lattices are uniformly connected to each other in all m,n nodes by elastic transversal massless bonds of stiffness γ (as shown in figure 3 ). The system of S differential equations describing the time-dependent transversal motion of the package isü
Here s is the serial number of the reproduced lattice(s = 1, S), m, n = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . ; u m,n,s are displacements,ü m,n,s are accelerations; V m,n,s = u m,n+1,s + u m+1,n,s + u m−1,n,s + u m,n−1,s − 4u m,n,s are Laplace's difference operators for the sth lattice; transversal forces Q m,n,s are applied at nodes (m,n,s). In the general case, the force frequency can depend on the node position.
Let Q m,n,s = 0. The dispersion equation for homogeneous problem (2.1) is the following: 
2) where Ω = 4 − 2 cos k x − 2 cos k y (k x and k y are projections of the wavevector).
The analysis (not given here) has shown that in the considered 3D package, the equifrequency contours for saddle points on the S dispersion surfaces (and consequently, the LPWs directions) turn out be the same squares k y = ±π ± k x as in a single SCL. The number of resonant frequencies is equal to the number of layers. For simple cases of two-and three-layered packages, these resonant frequencies are
3)
The frequency ω 1 = 2 does not depend on parameter S, it corresponds to the lowest oscillation mode of the in-phase mutual motion of layers without interaction. The in-lattice resonant contours, LPWs directions and wave propagation pattern in layers remains qualitatively the same as in the single lattice. Below resonant frequencies are presented:
(a) Two-layered package (S = 2). The second frequency ω 2 = 4 + 2γ , determines the uniform opposite oscillations of layers in the standing mode: the system is equivalent to the single lattice upon an elastic foundation of stiffness 2γ . (b) Three-layered package (S = 3). In the standing mode with the second frequency ω 2 = 4 + γ , the inner layer remains immobile, while the two outer layers oscillate in contra-phase with identical (in absolute value) magnitudes: the ratio of amplitudes A snapshot of wave patterns developed in this case can be seen in figure 5 (a first quarter of the m,n plane is shown; we recall, as defined in the introduction, that the factor Z mn is the boundary ratio of the amplitudes in the star-shaped pattern). The resonant growth of anti-phase oscillations in the outer lattices (s = 1 and s = 3) is detected, while the oscillation level in the inner lattice remains smaller than was predicted by the above-presented modal analysis at ω = ω 2 = √ 5. The inner lattice (s = 2) transmits oscillations from the loaded outer lattice (s = 1) to the second outer lattice (s = 3), the oscillation amplitudes of the outer lattices just after the excitation are relatively large, and star-shaped localizations are realized. The second example is the resonant loading of the inner lattice:
The snapshots shown in figure 6 were taken at t = 200. In this case, the outer lattices are in co-phase oscillations. The qualitative peculiarities of the dynamics can be predicted by the analysis of standing modes below. Note, the star petals in outer lattices are detectably more expanded.
3. Hexagonal-cell lattice connected to the three nearest u-nodes, and likewise, each u-node is connected to the three nearest v-nodes. Such a construction results in the existence of two oscillating modes.
Let the distance between two neighbouring nodes, particle masses and the stiffness of connecting bonds be measurement units: M = g = a = 1. Then, with the cell geometry in mind, the transverse motion of particles arranged in a hexagonal lattice is described by the following system:ü
Assume that the harmonic solution of (3.1) is the conventional form of the plane wave (in xy-plane):
where a 1 = √ 3/2x + 1/2ŷ, a 2 = √ 3/2x − 1/2ŷ (x andŷ are unit vectors). After substituting (3.2) into (3.1), we obtain a linear algebraic system, the non-trivial solution of which determines the dispersion equation of the HCL: 
, which is of special interest. The corresponding group velocities are
The group velocity for mode II has the opposite orientation to that for mode I, while their absolute values differ by a factor of √ 2. As was mentioned above, the group velocity orientation in the k x -, k y -plane coincides with the orientation of the LPWs.
Consider the band shown in figure 9a . The particles of the u-and v-families of each cell oscillate in-phase (this is denoted by the same signs), according to the oscillation form of mode I. Also inphase, but with the opposite sign, particles u and v oscillate in a neighbouring cell. The actions of two neighbouring pairs on intermediate black particles are self-equilibrated, and thus, the latter can be at rest. In the considered case, the oscillation frequency of the cell is ω I = 4g/2M = √ 2 (recall, g and M are measurement units).
A similar consideration applied to the anti-phase oscillations inherent to mode II (figure 9b) allows the corresponding LPW frequency to be obtained: ω II = 4g/M = 2 (the total stiffness in Figure 11 . Star-shape localization patterns in the HCL at the resonant frequencies (kinematic excitation): (a) mode I (ω = √ 2) and (b) mode II (ω = 2) at t = 400. Outside the contours, maximal displacements of nodes remain less than 10% of the maximal value in the origin.
3. The LPW resonant frequency for mode II, ω = 2, results in practically the same wave pattern as for mode I. One difference is that in accordance with the dispersion pattern presented in (3.5), the main perturbations arrive at the observation points with a delay (compare with results for ω = √ 2) . 4. Amplitudes of long-wavelength resonance excited by the frequency demarcated pass and stop bands, ω = √ 6, increase relatively slowly, and the resonant pattern is detected once the perturbations arrive at the referent point.
In figure 11 , star-shape localization patterns of the wave process are shown. It is of interest that the beaming is more pronounced in the case of mode II. We could not find an explanation for this phenomenon.
Calculation examples of wave patterns in non-uniform lattices
In this section, we will describe some results of computer simulations of the unsteady-state wave response to a local harmonic loading of nonuniform SCLs possessing deterministic or random massive inclusions in nodes (explained below as defects). The dispersion features of such structures cannot be analytically obtained, LPWs do not exist here, and there are no possibilities of any reasonable predictions of the wave phenomena. However, we can try to investigate numerically particular problems of interest and, on this basis, obtain required estimates. With this in mind, we have simulated wave processes excited by a local harmonic source of frequency ω = 2, which results in pronounced resonant-localized dynamics in the SCL. Our aim is to reveal similarities and differences as compared with the pattern in a uniform lattice above.
(a) Groups of symmetric defects
Consider symmetric groups of defects consisting of four particles of identical masses M. Let the four masses of the first group (G 1 ) be located in nodes ±m = p, n = 0 and m = 0, ± n = p on the coordinate axis ('defects' at axes), and four masses of the second group (G 2 )-at main diagonals: ±m = ±n = p ('defects' at diagonals).
With the diagonal localization of the resonant wave pattern in the square-cell lattice in mind, the symmetry and locations of the mentioned groups were selected under the consideration that the influence of the former can be expected to be minimal, and the latter, maximal. Naturally, the result will depend on the values of the free parameters of the problem, the mass M and the distance p, and it would seem that if the mass is not too large and the distance p is not too close to the source point, then certain traces of the resonant waves would manifest. The lifetime of such traces and their influence on the subsequent wave process may be useful in answering a question: when should the considered resonant localization be taken into account in practical problems?
Calculations show that if parameters M ≥ 2 and p ≤ 4 (for any of the considered groups), then the resonant-localized pattern is quickly broken during the early stage of the process, but if at least one of these inequalities is not satisfied, the situation drastically changes: the spatial configuration of the propagated disturbances becomes like that seen in the uniform lattice over a relatively long period of time. The example shown in figure 12 relates to lattices with defects of groups G 1 panel (a) and G 2 panel (b) with identical parameters M = 3 and p = 7.
For group G 1 (the defects are on the axes), the difference with the homogeneous lattice is almost unnoticeable, while this difference is detectable for group G 2 (the defects are on the diagonals), as expected above. However a quasi-resonant growth and slightly deviated star-shape pattern remain here up to t ≈ 600.
A surprising pattern is discovered in the presence of defects in the diagonals (group G 2 ): as well as the localization in the area of the main diagonals (as in the homogeneous lattice), a tridiagonal localization pattern appeared with two outer diagonals (symmetrical with respect to the main) as can be seen in panel (b). The simulation shows that such a tri-diagonal pattern is revealed in a number of experiments, where parameters M and p were varied over a wide interval (the distance between outer diagonals depends on these parameters). When M becomes very large and the defects move away from the source to a relatively far distance, the three-diagonal structure is destroyed over time, while the one-diagonal state remains. The example of the mentioned trident structure of star petals is presented in figure 13 where the level curves for Z mn < 0.1 (t = 200) are depicted for three values of p (p = 5, 10 and 20) and for M → ∞ that is equivalent to the immobile nodes with 'defects'. So, to the parameter p, the condition u pp = 0 is added in simulations. This condition determines the maximal influence of considered defects on the localization effects. The maximal amplitude of oscillations in the origin U max and coordinates of the longest star rays detected at the snapshot time can be seen inside the figure. We can see that the discussed tri-diagonal pattern no longer manifests if p = 20. The questions that arise here-why and how such a configuration is formed, and how to predict the distance between the new diagonal beams-we leave for future research.
The comparison of level contours in figures 12 and 13 with the contours for the SCL (figure 2) allows their similarities and differences to be visually revealed. 
(b) Random defects
Consider a square-cell mass-spring lattice with randomly distributed masses in its nodes. As in the previous problem, computer simulations of the unsteady-state problem are conducted in the case of the kinematic harmonic excitation with the resonant frequency ω = 2 corresponding to the homogeneous lattice.
The pseudo-Gaussian distribution is used to set mass values M in lattice nodes: Because there is no symmetric state, the results presented in figure 14 are for the whole plane occupied by the lattice, and instead of level contours, the following presentation of results is used: coordinates of nodes are printed (by dots) in which perturbation amplitudes are greater than or equal to 10% of the maximal amplitude of oscillations in the origin to the current time.
Calculations show that in the first case of relatively small deviation and range, the resonant star-shape localization remains similar to that in the homogeneous lattice for a long time period, while in the second case, such a pattern is unstable, breaking down continuously with time.
Conclusion
1. The development of resonant waves and generation of spatial localization forms in massspring lattices at the points of harmonic excitations have been explored. 2. Oscillation modes, resonant frequencies and different wave patterns in the 3D package of square-cell lattices have been revealed and described. 3. The obtained results for a hexagonal lattice have been discussed in detail. Line LPWs are described. It is of interest that the same LPWs are found for the acoustical and optical modes. In the resonant cases, unsteady-state oscillation patterns are calculated that allows the quantitative characteristics of growing perturbations to be obtained. 4. The computer simulations of wave processes in inhomogeneous square-cell lattices consisting of defects are conducted and discussed. A surprising result is discovered for some types of defects-the appearance of a stable tri-diagonal localization instead of the main-diagonal localizations seen in the homogeneous lattice.
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